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1. ITAM and ITIL in
the past
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1. ITAM and ITIL in
the past

Best practices were described but…
• Buying several books was needed
• ITIL Service Transition
• ITIL Continual Service Improvement and / or ITIL Practitioner
• ITIL Guide to Software & IT Asset Management

• To assemble the pieces of the puzzle to know how
• To implement ITAM
• In conjunction with related ITSM practices

• Not a very a practical approach when
• Organizations need concrete, ready-to-use solutions, which is
what has made ITIL successful from the beginning
• Solution vendors also need clear guidelines to develop products
that interoperate smoothly thanks to reliable standards

• 2010 was the year of Cloud but
• ITIL 2011 edition was surprisingly silent about Cloud
• Many software licenses run in Cloud environments
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2. Overview of ITIL 4

Flexible, practical and a strong focus on common sense
A modular architecture

Value and continual improvement

• Easy to use and improve, adapted to the rapidly
changing IT world
• The Foundation book provides an overview and
key concepts
• Additional publications contain details

• Develops concepts of results, costs and risks for
the value of the service
• Emphasizes the importance of co-creation with
stakeholders, transparency and automation
• Greater emphasis on continual improvement,
progressive implementation and agility

No hierarchy between the guiding principles to be applied as widely as possible
Focus on
value

Start where
you are

Think and
work
holistically
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Progress
iteratively with
feedback

Keep it simple
and practical

Collaborate
and promote
visibility

Optimize and
automate
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2. Overview of ITIL 4

End-to-end value co-creation with IT-enabled services
The ITIL Service Value System (SVS)
allows breaking siloes
Its central element is an operating model:
the service value chain

These four dimensions are
collectively critical to the effective
and efficient facilitation of value for
customers and other stakeholders
in the form of products and
services
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2. Overview of ITIL 4

ITIL practices consider the 4 dimensions

General
management
practices

Service
management
practices

Architecture
management

Continual
improvement

Information
security
management

Knowledge
management

Measurement
and reporting

Organizational
change
management

Portfolio
management

Project
management

Relationship
management

Risk
management

Service
financial
management

Strategy
management

Supplier
management

Workforce and
talent
management

Availability
management

Business
analysis

Capacity and
performance
management

Change
control

Incident
management

IT asset
management

Monitoring and
event
management

Problem
management

Release
management

Service
catalogue
management

Service
configuration
management

Service
continuity
management

Service desk

Service level
management

Service
request
management

Service
validation and
testing

Service design
Technical
management
practices
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Deployment management

Infrastructure and platform
management

Software development and
management
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3. ITAM in ITIL 4
Foundation book

ITIL definition of an asset
• In ITIL Guide to SAM (2009) and ITIL V3 (2011)
Asset: Any resource or capability. The assets of a service provider
include anything that could contribute to the delivery of a service.
Assets can be one of the following types: management,
organization, process, knowledge, people, information,
applications, infrastructure or financial capital.

• First draft definition in ITIL 4
IT asset: Any valuable component that can contribute to the
delivery of an IT product or service.

• Final definition in ITIL 4
IT asset: Any financially valuable component that can contribute to
the delivery of an IT product or service.
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3. ITAM in ITIL 4
Foundation book

Purpose of the IT asset management practice
The purpose of the IT asset management practice is to plan and
manage the full lifecycle of all IT assets.

Maximize value
Control costs
Manage risks
Support decision-making about purchase, re-use,
and retirement of assets
Meet regulatory and contractual requirements
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3. ITAM in ITIL 4
Foundation book

ITAM scope and types of asset management
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• Typical scope
•
•
•
•
•

Software
Hardware
Client devices
Networking
Cloud services

Asset
management

IT asset
management
(ITAM)

• May also include
• Non-IT assets such
as buildings
• Information
• Operational
technology (OT)
including devices that
are part of the IoT
12

Software asset
management
(SAM)
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3. ITAM in ITIL 4
Foundation book

Examples of handling depending on asset types
Hardware

•
•
•
•

Physically labelled for clear identification
Located to protect from theft, damage, and data leakage
Data secure erasure when re-used or decommissioned
Regulatory requirements such as electronic waste

Software

•
•
•
•

Protected from unlawful copying
Compliance with software agreements
Retention of verified proof of purchase and entitlement
Reused licences when equipment is decommissioned

Cloud

•
•
•
•

Assigned to products or groups to keep costs under control
Invoke and remove instances according to needs and budget
Understanding of contractual agreements
Interaction with software licences

Client devices
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• Assigned to individuals who take responsibility for their care
• Management of lost or stolen devices
• Remote erasure of data to avoid unauthorized usage
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3. ITAM in ITIL 4
Foundation book

Overview of the practice
•

•

•

•

Define, populate, and
maintain the asset register
(structure and content),
and storage facilities
Control the asset lifecycle
in collaboration with other
practices and record all
changes to assets
Provide current and
historical data, reports,
and support to other
practices about IT assets
Audit assets, related
media, and conformity,
and drive improvements

•
•

Organizations
and people

Value
streams
and
processes

Information
and
technology
•
•
•
•
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Centralized team or distributed
responsibilities depending on
organization’s context and culture
Central roles help to ensure asset data
quality and development of specific
expertise

Information about assets, costs, related contracts
IT asset register often combined with CMS
Link with financial assets or supplier management
systems
Specific tools such as inventory, discovery, SAM
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1. Next steps

Upcoming ITIL 4 practice guides
• 34 practice guides will be progressively released
• They are designed as a toolkit
• Fully integrated with all ITIL 4 components
• To be adopted to go fast
• To be adapted to fit each organization’s objectives

• Each will provide implementation guidance about specific
•
•
•
•
•
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Concepts, success factors, KPI’s and other general information
Processes, activities, contribution to service value chain…
Needed competences and roles, organizational solutions…
Information objects, tooling, automation…
Sourcing considerations, relationships with third parties…

1. Next steps

ITIL 4 practice guide for ITAM is under construction
• Buying several books and assembling the pieces of the
puzzle to know how to implement ITAM in conjunction
with related ITSM practices was not a practical approach
• ITIL 4 will help boosting ITAM implementations because
• Companies need concrete, ready-to-use solutions, which is
what has made ITIL successful from the beginning
• Solution vendors need clear guidelines to develop products that
interoperate smoothly thanks to reliable standards
• Many software licenses run in Cloud environments
• BYOD, information assets in the context of RGPD and ITAM
contribution to cybersecurity are important
• Safe and cost efficient digital transformation requires control
over IT assets

• Jan ØBERG (Denmark) and Stéphane JORET (France)
are in charge of the IT Asset Management practice guide
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Early 2019, our training courses
switch from ITIL® v3 to ITIL® 4
ITIL® 4 Foundation
with certification exam
ITIL® 4 Foundation
without certification exam

Stéphane JORET
Senior expert consultant
sjo@liscience.com
https://fr.linkedin.com/in/sjoret
• Only contributor to ITIL 4 in France
• Co-author of the upcoming ITIL 4
practice guide for ITAM

Review of ITIL® 4 Foundation
with certification exam

Discovery of ITIL® 4

Customized ITIL® e-learning
video
ITIL® 4 educational package
for training organizations
IT Asset Management Foundation
with certification exam

Find our offers and expert opinions on www.liscience.com

